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Invincible #02

    Distinctions 
Stunning Redhead
I love Rex
I've doing this for a while, y'know?

(benefit for a d8 or hinder for d4 + 1 PP)    

    Affiliations      Solo              Buddy               Team

or               +1 PP
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ATOM-EVE
Samantha Eve Wilkins [secret id]

    Smart Atoms Control Power Set 
Change Matter Solid Light Barriers
Subsonic Flight Perfect Sub-Atomic Control

SFX: I can make the right tool. When creating Assets, add a d6 to your Pool and step up the 
Effect die by one.

SFX: I would rather not hurt you. When creating a tangling or restricting Complication on a 
target, add a d6 to your Pool and step up the Effect die by one.

SFX: Expertise. Pick an extra Effect dice for every step down of Perfect Sub-Atomic Control 
in a roll (for example: PSAC d12 -> 1 Effect Die. PSAC d10 -> 2 Effect Dice. Etc).

Limit: A good girl. Every time you deal Physical Stress or Trauma, add your current Emotional 
Stress to the Doom Pool, step up your Emotional Stress, and gain 1 PP..

Limit: I have limits too. When you attempt to affect living animal matter, the action fails 
automatically and you gain 1 PP.

    Specialties 
Combat Expert, Science Expert, Psych Expert

Expert Specialties d8 may be broken down for 2d6

    Milestones 

 Looking for true love
 I love Rex. I mean, this is forever, right?
   1 xp when you mention someone that you are in love with Rex Splode.
   3 xp when you accept that you can enjoy another boy's company even when you are still    
      dating Rex, or talk about how your relationship with Rex is stalling.
   10 xp when you break up with Rex Splode and move on, or accept him fully and stay with   
      him no matter what.
 
 A true hero
 Sometimes I wonder is this is the best I can do.
   1 xp when you express your concern that simply fighting thugs does not make this place a 
      better world to live on.
   3 xp when you mention a different thing you could be doing with your powers other than  
     fighting.
   10 xp when you commit to your superhero life, or leave it to do good in a different way.

EXP

PP



Biography
Born  from  an  unethical  military 
experiment  to  mutate  unborn  fetuses, 
the Doctor in charge of the investigation 
swapped Samantha for the dead baby of 
the  Wilkins’  family,  claiming  to  his 
superiors the baby was born dead.

From  early  age,  Sam  had  an  uncanny 
knowledge  of  the  composition  of 
matter, and displayed the ability to alter 
it  to her will.  She had a short run as a 
solo  pre-teen  hero,  gaining  a  few 
adversaries  like  the  villain  Killcannon. 
At  age  13 she was  recruited by Robot 
into the Teen Team.

4  years  later,  she  attends  Reginal  Vel 
Johnson  High  School  and  is  in  a 
relationship with Rex Splode. 
.

Distinctions:
Stunning  Redhead: Samantha  is  a 
gorgeous red-haired teenager, the focus 
of every male eyes and the heroine of 
many,  many  young  girls.  Truth  is  she 
actually  doesn’t  care  much  about  her 
looks,  and  she  can’t  afford  to  be 
distracted  while  battling  out  cosmic 
menaces.

I love Rex: Rex Splode is Sam’s first love 
and  first  everything  since  they  met 

years ago. She has a typical 19-year-old 
infatuation  for  the  boy,  capable  of 
inspiration or outrage.

I’ve been doing this for a while, y’know? 
Atom  Eve  has  been  a  superhero  since 
she  used  her  powers  to  free  captive 
puppies  at  age  13.  She  is  brave, 
collected  and  trained  at  this  job;  she 
realizes  it  is  important  and  is  in  it  to 
actually help, not flaunt her abilities. 

Powers and Abilities: 
Doctor  Brandyworth’s  only  success 
history, Sam’s DNA was altered to make 
use  of  Smart  Atoms.  Her  control  is 
practically limitless, but not constrained 
to  her  own  body  like  Viltrumites. 
Instead,  Atom  Eve  can  alter  atoms  all 
around  her  to  her  will.
Sam  can  reconfigure  matter  at  the 
smallest level and reconfigure it nearly 
instantly,  even  into  such  complex 
structures as trees.  She has also learnt 
to affect air around her to project force 
barriers and a platform allowing her to 
fly.

Her inability to affect her own body like 
Viltrumites  unconsciously  do  can 
perhaps be explained by the “failsafe” 
presumably  installed  on  her  by 
Brandyworth:  Atom  Eve  cannot  affect 
living animal matter with her powers. 
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